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Those Who Sow In Flames In Ashes They Shall Reap. 
(Hatebreed) 
 
We have to fight through bad days to earn best days 
of our life. 
 
“If you have discipline, drive and determination … 
nothing is impossible”  
(Dana linn bailey) 
 








This research paper is dedicated to: 
 
 Metal Gods whom I adore. 
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ROSYID ARIFIN. A. 320 080 157. BAD IMPRESSION OF HEAVY METAL 
CULTURE REFLECTED IN METAL: A HEADBANGER’S JOURNEY 
DIRECTED BY SAM DUNN (2008): A SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH.  
SCHOOL OF TEACHER TRAINING AND EDUCATION. 
MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2013. 
 
The main aim of this study is to find out how Bad impression of heavy metal 
culture is reflected in Sam Dunn’s Metal: A Headbanger’s Journey by correlating its 
structural elements and social historical background of America in early twenty first 
century. Indeed, literature and sociology are bounded each other due to the 
assumption that the appearance of literary work is in social emptiness.  
This study uses qualitative method in which the data are taken from both 
primary and secondary data source in form of words, sentence and phrases. Primary 
data source is Sam Dunn’s Metal: A Headbanger’s Journey while secondary data 
sources are other sources related to the primary data. Data collecting method is 
library research and in analyzing the data the researcher employs descriptive analysis.  
The outcomes of this study show the following conclusions. Firstly, it 
analyzes the structural element of the movie. Secondly, based on sociological 
analysis, the movie reveals that there are some reasons underlying bad impression of 
society towards heavy metal culture. Social aspect deals with the social condition of 
America in early twenty first century. Political aspect discusses about the PMRC as 
the political organization that has censorship against heavy metal.  Economic aspect 
deals with how metalhead work together to keep their metal industry alive. Religious 
aspect focuses the religion in American and impression of heavy metal that considers 
as satanic ang blashphemous. Cultural aspect discusses three aspect of culture, 
namely mental, behavioral and physical fact. Science and technology explains how 
internet and radio as the media to introduce heavy metal in society. 
Key words: Bad Impression, Heavy Metal, Culture. 
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